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Challenge #4: Dexter 
My wife Vicki has developed a “Beginning 3D Modeling with Blender” tutorial series, 
where the challenge at the end is to model your own tree that looks like this: 

 

If you’d like, you can go through this series and model this tree yourself. 
Alternatively, we have provided the finished tree model in the resources for this 
project. 

Your challenge is to add this model into your app using ObjLoader:  

 

You’ll then add a sword into the app as well, so you can chop the tree. So soon 
you’ll be just like Dexter – a lumberjack! 
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Part 1: Importing the Tree 
In the resources for this challenge, you willl find the ObjLoader project discussed 
in lecture. Open the project in Xcode and build and run. There is a post-build step 
that copies the binary to your home directory – browse to your directory to make 
sure it’s there after building. 

Next, find the directory that contains the tree model from Blender. You should have 
three files in this directory: tree.mtl, tree.obj, and tree.png. If you exported your 
model correctly, these files should look similar to the following: 

tree.mtl 

# Blender MTL File: 'tree.blend' 
# Material Count: 1 
 
newmtl tree 
Ns 96.078431 
Ka 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
Kd 0.640000 0.640000 0.640000 
Ks 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 
Ni 1.000000 
d 1.000000 
illum 2 
map_Kd tree.png 

tree.obj 

# Blender v2.65 (sub 0) OBJ File: 'tree.blend' 
# www.blender.org 
mtllib tree.mtl 
o tree_Cylinder 
v 0.000000 0.000000 3.298873 
v 0.000000 0.518425 0.840238 
v 0.304723 0.419415 0.840238 
... 
vt 0.000000 0.000000 
vt 0.274431 0.726697 
vt 0.290371 0.891384 
... 
vn -0.809017 0.587785 0.000000 
vn 0.193924 0.596837 0.778575 
vn -0.026030 -0.080111 -0.996446 
... 
usemtl tree 
s off 
f 18/1/1 20/1/1 73/1/1 
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f 18/1/1 73/1/1 72/1/1 
f 1/2/2 5/3/2 3/4/2 
... 

tree.png 

 

Open a Terminal window and switch to the directory containing your tree model. 
Then use ObjLoader to create tree.h and tree.m from model, by using a command 
line call like the following: 

localhost:HelloOpenGL rwenderlich$  cd 
/Users/rwenderlich/Dropbox/Beginning\ OpenGL\ and\ GLKit/Lab\ 4\ -
\ Modeling/tree  
localhost:tree rwenderlich$ ~/ObjLoader tree.obj  
Mtl path: /Users/rwenderlich/Dropbox/Beginning OpenGL and 
GLKit/Lab 4 - Modeling/tree/tree.mtl 
Obj path: tree.obj 
Header path: /Users/rwenderlich/Dropbox/Beginning OpenGL and 
GLKit/Lab 4 - Modeling/tree/tree.h 
Impl path: /Users/rwenderlich/Dropbox/Beginning OpenGL and 
GLKit/Lab 4 - Modeling/tree/tree.m 
Success! 

In the resources for this lab, you’ll also find a starter. Open this and build and run – 
you’ll see it’s the project that displays the mushroom, like we left things off in the 
lecture: 
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Your challenge is to modify the app to display your new tree instead of the 
mushroom. You’ll need to create a new class RWTree to do this – you can use the 
RWMushroom class as an example. 

When you’re done, you should see the following: 

 

Next try importing the sword model from the “Beginning 3D Modeling with Blender “ 
Uber Haxx0r challenge as well, and place it in the scene so that it looks like this: 
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Uber Haxx0r Challenge: Material Support 
Currently the ObjLoader exports an ambient, diffuse, and specular color for each 
model, that represent how “intense” each component of the light should affect the 
material. However your app currently isn’t using these value. 

Your challenge is to modify the app to use these colors rather than the 
ambinet/diffuse/specular intensity you were using earlier. Hence, the lines that set 
the ambient/diffuse/specular colors in your fragment shader will look something like 
this: 

lowp vec3 AmbientColor = u_Light.Color * u_MatAmbientColor; 
lowp vec3 DiffuseColor = u_Light.Color * u_MatDiffuseColor * 
DiffuseFactor; 
lowp vec3 SpecularColor = u_Light.Color * u_MatSpecularColor * 
SpecularFactor; 

Here are some hints for how to accomplish this: 

• Add three new uniforms to your fragment shader. 

• Find the locations of these uniforms in RWTBaseEffect, and start by setting them to 
some default values (for example (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) for u_MatAmbientColor) to make 
sure it works. 

• Add new properties for these values on RWTBaseEffect and set the values based on 
these properites. 

• Similarly add new properties for these values on RWTModel, and modify RWTTree 
and RTWSword to set these properties in their initializer. 

• In RWTModel’s renderWithParentModelViewMatrix, set the properties on the shader 
based on the model’s properties before calling prepareToDraw. 

Once you get it working, the app should work as before but with a bit more 
subdued colors: 
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And best of all, you can now control the lighting behavior from within your 3D 
modeling tool! 


